Hello Autumn

Parent Educator Supervisor Lisia Satini

Fall is my favorite season, what's yours? It's the third season of the year, when crops and fruits are gathered and leaves fall. Right between summer and winter, autumn the formal word is derived from Latin autumnus, connotations of the passing of the year. The alternative word fall for the season traces its origins to old Germanic languages. There's some fun facts for you!

Along with fall the temperature grows colder, animals prepare for the long months ahead, and the daylight starts growing shorter. This is the best time to check out Wheeler Farm, during this season they add the straw maze, corn pit, tractor track, and cow train! Fun for kids all ages.

The pallet of warm colors yellow, orange, and brown welcome you with open arms as you pass by trees driving or taking that nature walk. This time of the year you get to pull out your favorite sweater or create your fall activity bucket list!

Make Playdough – On Rainy Days, Playdough Can Keep Kids Busy For Hours. For a Fun Twist, Find a Peanut Butter Play Dough Recipe.
BREASTFEEDING MONTH – AUGUST
STAY UP TO DATE WITH CDC GUIDELINES COVID-19 VACCINES WHILE PREGNANT OR BREASTFEEDING

COVID-19 vaccination is recommended for all people aged 12 years and older, including people who are pregnant, breastfeeding, trying to get pregnant now, or might become pregnant in the future. Pregnant and recently pregnant people are more likely to get severely ill with COVID-19 compared with non-pregnant people. Getting a COVID-19 vaccine can protect you from severe illness from COVID-19.

COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKFORCE LOOKING FOR MORE COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKERS

Interested?

Get online and find out more! If you’re been working with the community for over 5 years, you deserve to take advantage of the experienced path!! Or if you know someone please let them know!!! Next review is 9/9/21 and 12/9/21

Remember to Commend Positive Actions
and all at once, summer collapsed into fall

OSCAR WILDE

ENCOURAGEMENT MOTIVATES A CHILD INTERNALLY TO DEMONSTRATE POSITIVE BEHAVIOR AND TO VALUE THINGS LIKE HARD WORK, IMPROVEMENT, TEAMWORK, AND PERSEVERANCE.
As a parent, you face one of the most challenging (and rewarding) roles of your life. No matter how much you love your child, there will still be moments filled with anger, frustration, and, at times, desperation. What do you do? Send us your referral lisia@cssutah.org

AUGUST GROUP CONNECTION

Let's celebrate our Kindergardeners!

Super Tuesday's at Thanksgiving Point and we're celebrating 8/31/21. Schools back and we wanted to host one fun activity before Kindergarten begins!! We're excited for our learners and look to a fun filled day at the Museum of Natural Curiosity!!!

Kick off Kindergarten and stay curious!
WELCOME OUR NEW PARENT EDUCATOR DANIELA GOMEZ

Our newest hire in training! She recently graduated in 2020 from the University of Utah with a Bachelor of Arts Degree majoring in Psychology and a minor in Human Development and Family Studies. With over 4 years of experience working closely with children and diverse families in their homes and a passion for supporting and encouraging families, she is a great fit and asset for our Home Visitation Program. Her hobbies include running/hiking, cooking/baking, and reading.

KEEP THE WORD “I” OUT OF ENCOURAGEMENT

THANK YOU for all that you do
Liesl served on Home Visitation Advisory Board 2020-2021 and we appreciate her. Her willingness to serve shined through when we asked her after no longer being employed at Children’s Service Society of Utah. Her dedication to serving children continues in another capacity serving on the Children's Service Society of Utah Board. Thank you Liesl for your passion and for continuously touching lives.

The COVID-19 crisis has been emotionally challenging for many of us. We are having to change our day-to-day life in unprecedented ways. We look to follow the CDC recommendations for each community, these recommendations may vary.

Contact your parent educator and consult with them, if you have any further questions please email lisia@cssutah.org